Protein remote homology detection by combining Chou's distance-pair pseudo amino acid composition and principal component analysis.
Protein remote homology detection is one of the important tasks in computational proteomics, which is important for basic research and practical application. Currently, the SVM-based discriminative methods have shown superior performance. However, the existing feature vectors still cannot suitably represent the protein sequences, and often lack an interpretable model for analysis of characteristic features. Previous studies showed that sequence-order effects and physicochemical properties are important for representing protein sequences. However, how to use these kinds of information for constructing predictors is still a challenging problem. In this study, in order to incorporate the sequence-order information and physicochemical properties into the prediction, a method called disPseAAC is proposed, in which the feature vector is constructed by combining the occurrences of amino acid pairs within the Chou's pseudo amino acid composition (PseAAC) approach. The predictive performance and computational cost are further improved by employing the principal component analysis strategy. Various experiments are conducted on a benchmark dataset. Experimental results show that disPseAAC achieves an ROC score of 0.922, outperforming some existing state-of-the-art methods. Furthermore, the learnt model can easily be analyzed in terms of discriminative features, and the computational cost of the proposed method is much lower than that of other profile-based methods.